Busch asked who has the ism. Heeswyk said there are beneficial. Cameras have proved very Moffatt said the security concern is in the dunes. Amenhauser said if the cameras are focused on borough property, any thing that may be caught on video is ancillary and not a privacy concern for the borough. Busch said the cameras have been used in the past to record license plates of vehicles entering and leaving the borough. She said replacing the entire system involves considerable cost. The borough was not collecting data on every vehicle entering or leaving the borough, van Heeswyk said. In the case of something happening in town and we know it happened in a pre- riod of time, the video was accessible, and the police could look for license plate numbers in that case, she said. “They didn’t keep a log of everybody who came in town. On a few occasions it worked very, very well.” Borough Administrator Ed Grant said he believes the security camera are a good investigative tool for vandalism. “In the middle of Feburary or Sometimes homes are robbed or there is only two cars that leave here, if it’s easy for the police to follow up on,” he said. Van Heeswyk said se- dity cameras seem to be everywhere and the borough would be remiss by not having them. Busch said she would ob- tain quotes for new cameras but the cost surely would exceed what is available to the borough’s capital bud- get. The current camera system is obsolete and can not be upgraded, she said. Formerly, the security cameras have helped catch multiple car thieves. During public comment, Environmental Commis- sion Chairman Barbara Bassett said the current system is obsolete and can not be upgraded, she said. Formerly, the security cameras have helped catch multiple car thieves.

OCEAN FIRST FOUNDATION SUPPORTS MAC

“On behalf of OceanFirst Foundation, I would like to thank the Cape May Point Borough and CAPES for considering replacing security cameras at the entrances to the borough that are malfunctioning after more than a decade of use. On Oct. 25, Mayor Robert Moffatt said the security cameras have proved very beneficial. Commissioner Catherine Bush said she would obtain quotes for new cameras but the cost surely would exceed what is available to the borough’s capital budget. The current camera system is obsolete and cannot be upgraded, she said. Formerly, the security cameras have helped catch multiple car thieves.”

Thanks to telehealth, when you need care, you can be exactly where you want to be when you’re sick. In bed, at home, working on feeling better. Just make a same-day appointment and we’ll put you face-to-face primary care using your phone, tablet or computer. Visit www.atlanticare.org/virtualist or call 1-888-569-1000.
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